The Grid is a promising technology for providing access to distributed computational capabilities such as processors or storage space. One of the key problems in current Grid infrastructures is deciding which jobs are to be allocated to which resources at what time. In this context, the use of market mechanisms for allocating resources is a promising approach toward solving these problems. This paper proposes an auction mechanism for allocating and scheduling computer resources which have multiple quality attributes and time constraints. The mechanism is evaluated according to its economic performance by means of a numerical simulation.
Introduction
Since the early 1990s, the integration of computers into parallel and distributed systems has become common practice. In this context, the Grid denotes an infrastructure in which computer resources (e.g. disk space, processors) are organized in a cohesive distributed system [1] . Within the Grid, distant computers are dynamically linked over either public or virtual private networks. The establishment of such Grids has major ramifications on the business, since organizations that have computational demand are not required to purchase and maintain computer resources on their own. Instead, it is possible that computation can be performed on demand by using resources from the Grid that are not under permanent control of the temporary user. The demand for computation is covered by resource owners that have temporarily idle computers. The suppliers of computer resources in Grids are either small-scale owners (e.g. private PC owner) or large-scale owners (e.g. computer center operators) who strive for an increased utilization of existing resources.
A lot of research effort has been devoted to the development of Grid middleware that provides the technical infrastructure to share resources over multiple geographic and administrative domains. However, the allocation of supplied resources to jobs is studied in less detail. Current state-of-the-art systems for resource management typically use idiosyncratic cost functions for scheduling jobs [2] . Those mechanisms are controlled centrally and only work well if information about supply and demand is truthfully reported. Since Grid addresses resource sharing not only within the borders of one organizational unit, but also cross organizational, centrally controlled mechanisms suffer untruthful revelation of job related data.
Market mechanisms are known to attain fairly efficient allocations in situations where the participating agents may conceal their private information about costs and valuations. If the market mechanism is properly defined, users may be provided incentives to express their true values for service requests and offers. This in turn marks the prerequisite for attaining an efficient allocation of services, which maximizes the sum of aggregate valuations [3] .
In recent times, the idea of incorporating market mechanisms into Grid technology has increasingly gained attention. Despite this interest in market-based approaches, research regarding market mechanisms for Grid resources remains in its infancy. The canon of available market mechanisms only insufficiently copes with the requirements imposed by the Grid [3] . The contribution of this paper is to tailor a market-based Grid exchange that can attain efficient allocations. This is achieved by a multi-attribute combinatorial exchange (MACE).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The economic and technical properties which the proposed market mechanism should satisfy are presented in Section 2. On the basis of these requirements, Section 3 describes the design of an auction mechanism for the Grid. In Section 4, the proposed mechanism is evaluated by means of a numerical simulation. Section 5 concludes with a brief summary.
Requirements upon the mechanism
The objective of an adequate market mechanism for the Grid is the efficient and reliable provision of resources to satisfy demand. A critical step in designing such a market is to understand the nature of the trading object [4] . This paper considers services which respect resource functionalities (e.g. storage) and quality characteristics (e.g. size), dependencies and time attributes. Relying on services instead of computational resources removes many technical problems. For instance, the resource CPU may technically not be offered without an appropriate amount of hard disk space on the same computer, while a computation service offering CPU cycles already includes the complementary resources. In the remainder of the paper, it is abstracted from those technical details by treating resources and services as synonyms.
The following subsections present the design objectives and the Grid specific requirements for the market mechanism.
Design Objectives
The theoretical basis for designing mechanisms has emerged from a branch of game theory called mechanism design [5] . Within the scope of practical mechanism design, the primary design objective is to investigate a mechanism that has desirable properties. The following comprises common economic properties of a mechanism's outcome:
Allocative efficiency: An allocation is efficient if the sum of individual utilities is maximized. A mechanism can only attain allocative efficiency if the market participants report their valuation truthfully. This requires incentive compatibility in equilibrium. Incentive compatibility: A mechanism is incentive compatible if every participant's expected utility maximizing strategy in equilibrium with every other participant is to report his true preferences [6] . Individual rationality: The constraint of individual rationality requires that the utility following participation in the mechanism must be greater or equal to the previous utility. Budget balance: A mechanism is budget balanced if the prices add up to zero for all participants [7] . In case the mechanism runs a deficit, it must be subsidized by an outside source and is therefore not feasible per-se. Computational tractability: Computational tractability considers the complexity of computing a mechanism's outcome. With an increasing number of participants, the allocation problem can become very demanding and may delimit the design of choice and transfer rules [8] .
For the scenario at hand, allocative efficiency meets the general design goal that the mechanism designer wants to achieve, whereas the remaining categories are constraints upon the objective.
Domain-Specific Requirements
In addition to those mechanism properties pertaining to the outcome, the mechanism must also account for the underlying environment. The constraints of the market participants impose very rigid requirements upon the design [3] :
Double-sided mechanism: A Grid middleware usually provides a global directory enabling multiple service owners to publish their services and multiple service requesters to discover them. Since a market mechanism replaces these directories, it has to allow many resource owners (henceforth sellers) and resource consumers (buyers) to trade simultaneously. Language includes bids on attributes: Participants in the Grid usually have different requirements for the quality characteristics of Grid services and require these in different time spans. For example, a data mining job could require a storage service with at least 250 GB of free space for 4 hours in any slot between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. The Grid community takes these requirements into account by defining service level agreement protocols, e.g. WS-Agreement [9] . To facilitate the adherence of these agreement protocols, a market mechanism is required to support bids on multiple quality attributes of services as well as time objectives. Language includes combinatorial bids: Buyers usually demand a combination of different Grid services as a bundle in order to perform a task [10] . As such, Grid services are complementarities, meaning that participants have super-additive valuations for the services, since the sum of valuations for single services is less than the valuation for the whole bundle. Suppose a buyer requires services for storage, computation and rendering. If any service is not allocated to him, the remaining bundle has no value for him. In order to avoid this exposure risk, the mechanism must allow for bids on bundles.
In addition, the buyer may want to submit more than one bid on a bundle as well as many that exclude each other. In this case, the resources for the bundles are substitutes, i.e. participants have sub-additive valuations for the services. For instance, a buyer is willing to pay a high price for a service during the day and a low price if the service is executed at night. However, this service may only be computed once. To express this, the mechanism must support XOR 1 bids to express substitutes. For simplicity, a seller's bid is restricted to a set of OR 2 bids. This simplification can be justified by the fact that Grid services are non-storable commodities, e.g. a computation service currently available cannot be stored for a later time. Language includes co-allocation constraints: Capacity-demanding jobs often require the simultaneous allocation of several homogenous service instances from different providers. For example, a large-scale simulation may require several computation services to be completed at one time. Literature often refers to the simultaneous allocation of multiple homogenous services as co-allocation. A mechanism for the Grid has to enable co-allocations and provide functionality to control it. In this context, two cases must be considered: It is desirable to limit the maximum number of service co-allocations, i.e. the maximum number of service divisions. It may be logical to couple multiple services of a bundle in order to guarantee that these resources are allocated from the same seller and will be executed on the same machine.
An adequate market mechanism for the Grid must satisfy these requirements stemming from the economic environment and ideally meet the design objectives.
The MACE Mechanism
The design of MACE follows common assumptions of mechanism design and auction theory [5] : Agents are assumed to be risk neutral, have quasi-linear utility functions as well as independent private valuations and reservation prices. The valuation functions of agents satisfy free-disposal and v i (∅) = 0. The valuation functions of sellers allow a linear transformation in case of partial executions. For instance, if a seller values a storage service with 300GB capacity with 10, he values a partial execution of the service with 150GB with 5. In contrast, buyers do not accept partial executions of their requests or their applications. Furthermore, it is assumed that buyers can specify their resource requirements in terms of quality characteristics and job duration. For instance, it is assumed that a buyer can specify the amount of storage space that is required for executing a job. In addition, the buyer can specify how long the job has to be executed. Likewise, a seller of resources can specify the characteristics of those resources that he can offer in the future. The elicitation of the resource characteristics can be supported by prediction models such as proposed by [11] . In addition, it is assumed that jobs can be paused and be resumed at a later time.
As in any combinatorial auction, the design of MACE mainly affects three components: (i) the communication language which defines how bids can be formalized, (ii) the winner determination problem, and (iii) the pricing scheme to determine net payments. As such, the following description of MACE is structured as follows: First, a bidding language is introduced which supports multiattribute combinatorial bids including co-allocation constraints. Second, a winner determination model (allocation rule) is proposed that attains an efficient allocation if agents bid truthfully. Finally, a family of pricing schemes is outlined to incentivize agents to reveal their private information.
Bidding Language
The design of an auction that meets the requirements specified in Section 2 requires an expressive bidding language. The following notation is used to define such a language:
Let N be a set of N buyers and M be a set of M sellers, where n ∈ N defines an arbitrary buyer and m ∈ M an arbitrary seller. There are G discrete resources G = {g 1 , . . . , g G } with g k ∈ G and a set of D bundles S = {S 1 , . . . , S D } with S j ∈ S and S j ⊆ G as a subset of resources. For instance, S j = {g k , g l } denotes that the bundle S j consists of two resources g k and g l , where g k could be a computation service and g l a storage service. A resource g k has a set of A k cardinal quality attributes A g k = (a k 1 , . . . , a k A k ) where a k i ∈ A g k represents the i.th attribute of the resource g k . For instance, in the context of a Grid resource, a quality attribute can be the size of a storage service.
A buyer n can specify the minimal required quality characteristics for a bundle S j ∈ S with q N n (S j , g k , a k i ) ≥ 0, where g k ∈ S j is a resource of the bundle S j and a k i ∈ A g k is an attribute of the resource g k . For instance, the minimal required size of a storage service g k ∈ S j can be denoted by q N n (S j , g k , a k i ) = 200 GB. Accordingly, a seller m can specify the maximum offered quality characteristics with q M m (S j , g k , a k i ) ≥ 0. The quality attributes are assumed to be cardinal numbers. The characteristics have to satisfy q N n (·) ≥ q N n (·) if the first quality characteristic q N n (·) satisfies at least the second one q N n (·). For each resource g k ∈ S j , a buyer n can specify the maximum number of co-allocations in each time slot with γ n (S j , g k ) ≥ 0. This means, that a buyer n can limit the number of sellers that provide the required resource g k . Let γ n (S j , g k ) = K if the resource g k has no divisibility restrictions, where K is a large enough constant 3 . The coupling of two resources in a bundle is represented by the binary variable ϕ n (S j , g k , g l ) where ϕ n (S j , g k , g l ) = 1 if resources g k and g l have to be allocated from the same bundle bid of a seller and ϕ n (S j , g k , g l ) = 0 otherwise. It is assumed that all resources offered in a bundle are located on the same machine.
Resources in the form of a bundle S j can be assigned to a set of maximal T discrete time slots T = (0, . . . , T − 1), where t ∈ T specifies one single time slot. A buyer n can specify the minimum required number of time slots s n (S j ) ≥ 0 for a bundle S j . The earliest time slot for any allocatable bundle S j can be specified by e N n (S j ) ≥ 0 for a buyer n and e M m (S j ) ≥ 0 for a seller m; the latest possible allocatable time slot by l N n (S j ) ≥ 0 for a buyer n and by l M m (S j ) ≥ 0 for a seller m.
A buyer n can express the valuation for a single slot of a bundle S j by v n (S j ) ≥ 0, whereat v n (S j ) denotes the maximum price for which the buyer n is willing to buy. The reservation price for allocating a single slot of a bundle S j is denoted by r m (S j ) ≥ 0. This price represents the minimum price for which the seller m is willing to sell.
Definition 1 (MACE Atomic Buyer Bid). In MACE, an atomic bid B n of a buyer n is defined as
It is to note that the atomic bid can also be represented in a more compact way. For instance, the encoding of the coupling conditions ϕ n (·) can be restricted to cases with ϕ n (·) = 1. For a better readability, however, the atomic bid is formalized in this detailed way.
Example 1 (MACE Atomic Buyer Bid). As an example, consider the bid B n (S 1 ) = 1, 4, 2, 10, (3000, 30), (2, 4) , 0 with S 1 = {g 1 , g 2 }. Agent n wants to buy a bundle S 1 that consists of a computation service g 1 with one attribute A g 1 = (Speed) and a storage service g 2 with one attribute A g 2 = (Space). The bid expresses that a buyer n wants to buy the bundle S 1 and has a valuation of v n (S 1 ) = 4 per slot for it. The requested computation service g 1 should at least be capable of providing 3000 MIPS 4 , and the storage service g 2 should have at least 30 GB of available space. The computation service g 1 can be split in 2 parts at the most, while storage service g 2 can run on 4 different machines simultaneously. Furthermore, neither of the services have coupling requirements. The buyer requires 4 slots of this bundle which must be fulfilled within a time range of slots 2 and 10.
In order to allow buyers to express substitutes over a set of resources, MACE supports the submission of XOR concatenated atomic bids.
Definition 2 (MACE XOR Buyer Bid). A XOR bid of a buyer n is defined as
The total number of atomic bids that are concatenated by the XOR operator can be restricted by the auctioneer.
The sellers' bids are formalized in a similar way to those of the buyers. However, they do not include maximum divisibility and coupling properties and assume that the number of time slots is equal to the given time range. An atomic bid for a seller is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (MACE Atomic Seller Bid). An atomic bid B m for a seller m is defined as
where G Sj = {ḡ 1 , . . . ,ḡ l } are the resources that are part of the bundle S j .
For sellers as resource providers, a XOR operator is not necessary. Their bidding space is restricted to OR bids (cf. Section 2):
Definition 4 (MACE OR Seller Bid). An OR bid of a seller m is defined as
The total number of atomic bids that are concatenated by the OR operator can be restricted by the auctioneer.
Winner Determination
Based upon this bidding language, the winner determination problem of MACE (MACE allocation problem, MAP) can be formulated. Following the previous winner determination models, MAP is formulated as a linear mixed integer program. For formalizing the model, the decision variables x n (S j ), z n,t (S j ), y m,n,t (S j ), and d m,n,t (S j ) have to be introduced. The binary variable x n (S j ) ∈ {0, 1} denotes whether bundle S j is allocated to buyer n (x n (S j ) = 1) or not (x n (S j ) = 0). Furthermore, the binary variable z n,t (S j ) ∈ {0, 1} is assigned to a buyer n and is associated in the same way as x n (S j ) with the allocation of S j in time slot t. For a seller m, the real-valued variable y m,n,t (S j ) with 0 ≤ y m,n,t (S j ) ≤ 1 indicates the percentage contingent of bundle S j allocated to the buyer n in time slot t. For example, y m,n,t (S j ) = 0.5 denotes that 50 percent of the quality characteristics of bundle S j are allocated from seller m to buyer n in time slot t. Suppose a seller is offering a storage service S 2 = {g 2 } with 30 GB of free space. A partial allocation of 15 GB from seller m to buyer n in time slot t would lead to y m,n,t (S 2 ) = 0.5. The binary variable d m,n,t (S j ) ∈ {0, 1} is linked with y m,n,t (S j ) and denotes whether the seller m allocates bundle S j to buyer n in time slot t (d m,n,t (S j ) = 1) or not (d m,n,t (S j ) = 0).
By means of these variables, MAP is formulated as follows [12] :
The objective function 1 maximizes the surplus V * , which is defined as the difference between the sum of the buyers' valuations v n (S j ) and the sum of the sellers' reservation prices r m (S j ). Assuming bidders are truthful, the objective function reflects the goal of maximizing social welfare. The first Constraint 2 guarantees that each buyer n can be allocated to one only bundle S j . This constraint is necessary to fulfill the XOR constraint of a buyer bid. Constraint 3 ensures that for any allocated bundle S j , a buyer n receives exactly the required slots within the time set T . For each time slot t, Constraint 4 ensures that each seller cannot allocate more than the seller possesses. The formulation of this constraint implicates that a seller cannot fully allocate two resources to two different buyers in time slot t. For instance, suppose a seller offers the bundle S j = {g k , g l }. An allocation of the resource g k to buyer 1 (with y m,1,t (S j ) = 1) and an allocation of g l to buyer 2 (with y m,2,t (S j ) = 1) is not possible. This restriction is applied to simplify the model. However, the above mentioned allocation can be attained by submitting an OR concatenated bid on the bundles S n = {g k } and S i = {g l }.
The constraints 2 -4 consider the basic allocation functionality of the exchange. In designing an adequate mechanism for the Grid, quality characteristics and dependencies between resources must also to be addressed:
Constraint 5 guarantees that for any allocated bundle in an arbitrary time slot t, all required resources have to be fulfilled in the same slot in at least the demanded qualities. Constraint 6 ensures that a resource will be provided by at most γ n (S j , g k ) different suppliers. For simplicity, it is assumed that a resource g k with restricted co-allocations is not part of further XOR concatenated bids of the buyer n. Furthermore, resources with co-allocations cannot be allocated as free-disposal items. As an example, suppose a buyer n values S j = {g k } with v n (S j ) = 1 and S i = {g l } with v n (S i ) = 10. For bundle S j , the buyer has coallocation restrictions with γ n (S j , g l ) = 1. A seller m that offers S t = {g k , g l } cannot allocate the resource g l to buyer n as this would imply a free-disposal allocation of the restricted resource g k . Constraints 7 and 8 account for the coupling of two resources. Constraint 7 ensures that two resources must be provided by the same seller, in case they should be coupled. This constraint alone does not suffice the coupling requirements since it would be possible for two sellers to co-allocate a coupled computation service with 3000 MIPS and a storage service with 30 GB in different quality characteristics. For instance, MAP could allocate a computation service with 2998 MIPS and a storage service with 1 GB from one seller, and a computation service with 2 MIPS and a storage service with 29 GB from another. To exclude these undesirable allocations, Constraint 8 imposes the restriction that coupled resources cannot be co-allocated. Simplifying the model, this also includes free-disposal resources. For instance, if the computation service with 3000 MIPS and the storage service with 30 GB are allocated from one particular seller as a bundle, another seller cannot allocate a bundle containing a rendering service and another storage service to the same buyer. However, the seller may allocate any bundle without a storage and computation service to the buyer, e.g., the rendering service alone. Furthermore, it is assumed that coupled resources are only part of one particular atomic bid B n (S j ) in case a buyer submits two XOR concatenated bids containing coupled resources.
The time restrictions of the bids are given by:
Essentially, constraints 9 -12 indicate that slots cannot be allocated before the earliest and after the latest time slot of either a buyer (Constraint 9 and 10) or a seller (Constraint 11 and 12) . Finally, the establishment of the relationship between the real valued decision variable y m,n,t (S j ) and the binary variable d m,n,t (S j ) needs to be addressed and the decision variables of the optimization problem have to be defined:
Constraints 13 and 14 incorporate an if-then-else constraint. If a seller m partially allocates a bundle S j to a single buyer n (y m,n,t (S j ) > 0), the binary variable d m,n,t (S j ) has to be d m,n,t (S j ) = 1 (Constraint 13); otherwise, it has to be d m,n,t (S j ) = 0 (Constraint 14). Finally, the constraints 15 -18 specify the decision variables of the optimization problem.
As multiple solutions may exist that maximize the objective function, ties are broken in favor of maximizing the number of traded bundles and then at random. A special case of tie breaking occurs if the total surplus is zero. This can be the case if buyers and sellers balance their payments or no possible trade can be matched. In such a scenario, the allocation with the balanced traders is selected.
Following the discussion on combinatorial auctions and exchanges [13] , the presented winner determination problem is also N P-complete.
Theorem 1 (MAP Complexity). The MACE allocation problem (MAP) is N P-complete.
Proof (Sketch). The combinatorial allocation problem (CAP) can be reduced to MAP. Obviously, any CAP instance (multiple buyers, one seller with a zero reservation price, no attributes and no coupling constraints) can be solved by MAP. CAP is known to be N P-complete [13] . As such, MAP is also N P-complete.
Pricing
The outcome of MAP is allocative efficient as long as buyers and sellers reveal their valuations truthfully. The incentive to set bids according to the valuation is induced by an adequate pricing mechanism.
The implementation of an adequate price mechanism for an exchange is a challenging problem. The VCG schema cannot be applied as it runs a deficit and requires outside subsidiary [14] . On the other hand, alternative pricing schemas such as the approximated VCG mechanism are budget-balanced and approximately efficient [6] . However, the pricing scheme still requires I + 1 instances of MAP to be solved if I agents are part of the allocation. As a consequence, an alternative pricing scheme is designed that is computationally more efficient and still attains desirable economic properties.
The underlying idea of the k-pricing scheme is to determine prices for a buyer and a seller on the basis of the difference between their bids [15] . For instance, suppose that a buyer n wants to purchase a storage service for v n (·) = 5 and a seller m wants to sell a storage service for at least r m (·) = 4. The difference between these bids is β = 1, where β is the surplus of this transaction that can be distributed among the participants.
For a single commodity exchange, the k-pricing scheme can be formalized as follows: let v n (S j ) = a be the valuation of a buyer n and r m (S j ) = b be the reservation price of the buyer's counterpart m. It is assumed that a ≥ b, which implicates that the buyer has a valuation for the commodity that is at least as high as the seller's reservation price. Otherwise, no trade would occur. The price for a buyer n and a seller m can be calculated by p(
The k-pricing schema can also be applied to a multi-attribute combinatorial exchange: In each time slot t in which a bundle S j is allocated from one or more sellers, the surplus generated by this allocation is distributed among a buyer and the sellers. Suppose a buyer n receives a computation service S 1 = {g 1 } with 1000 MIPS in time slot 4 and values this slot with v n (S 1 ) = 5. The buyer obtains the computation service S 1 = {g 1 } by a co-allocation from seller 1 (400 MIPS) with a reservation price of r 1 (S 1 ) = 1 and from seller 2 (600 MIPS) with r 2 (S 1 ) = 2. The distributable surplus of this allocation is β n,4 (S 1 ) = 5 − (1 + 2) = 2. Buyer n gets kβ n,4 (S 1 ) of this surplus, i.e. the price buyer n has to pay for this slot t = 4 is p N k,n,4 (S j ) = v(S 1 ) − kβ n,4 (S 1 ). Furthermore, the sellers have to divide the other part of this surplus, i.e. (1 − k)β n,4 (S 1 ). This will be done by considering each proportion a seller's bid has on the surplus. In the example, this proportion 0 ≤ o m,n,t (S j ) ≤ 1 for seller 1 is o 1,n,4 (S 1 ) = 1 3 and for seller 2 is o 2,n,4 (S 1 ) = 2 3 . The price a seller m receives for a single slot t = 4 is consequently calculated as p M k,n,4 (S j ) = r m (S 1 ) + (1 − k)β n,4 (S 1 )o m,n,4 (S 1 ). Expanding this scheme to a set of time slots, co-allocations, and the allocation of different bundles to a buyer results in the following formalization: let β n,t (S j ) be the surplus for a bundle S j of a buyer n with all corresponding sellers for a time slot t:
The iteration over S l ∈S y m,n,t (S l )r m (S l ) is required, as one seller may allocate a subset S l of the required bundle S j to a buyer. For instance, this is the case if a buyer requires S 3 = {g 1 , g 2 } and two sellers allocate S 1 = {g 1 } and S 2 = {g 2 }. For the entire job (i.e. all time slots), the price for a buyer n is calculated as
This means, that the difference between the valuation for all slots v n (S j )s n (S j ) of the bundle S j and the k-th proportion of the sum over all time slots of the corresponding surpluses is determined. The price of a seller m is calculated in a similar way: First of all, the proportion o m,n,t (S j ) of a seller m allocating a bundle S j to the buyer n in time slot t is given by
The formula computes the proportion of a seller's allocation compared to all other allocations made by any seller to the particular buyer n. In case a buyer is allocated a bundle S j , it is ensured that it is not allocated any other bundle (XOR constraint). As a consequence, any allocation of a seller to buyer n correlates with this bundle S j .
Having computed β n,t (S j ) and o m,n,t (S j ), the price a seller receives for a bundle S j is calculated as:
Using the k-pricing schema, the exchange does not have to subsidize the participants, since it fulfills the budget-balance property in a way that no payments towards the mechanism are necessary.
Theorem 2 (Budget-Balance and Individual Rationality). MACE is budget-balanced and individually rational [3] .
Following the Myerson-Satterthwaite theorem [14] , it is obvious that MACE cannot be incentive compatible. In order to evaluate these implications of the pricing schema in different settings, further analyses need to be investigated.
Evaluation
The application of the k-pricing schema implicates that agents can gain a higher utility by misrepresenting their private information. This raises the question if this utility gain can be measured and if it can serve as a metric for the loss of incentive compatibility: Let I be a set of agents that can manipulate their valuations and reservation prices. In a benchmark scenario with an outcome o, all agentsĩ ∈ I honestly reveal their preferences. Consequently, their utility uĩ(o) from bidding truthfully can be calculated as ĩ ∈ I uĩ(o). In a second setting with an outcomeō, agentsĩ ∈ I manipulate their bids, whereas the input parameters (i.e., the characteristics of the underlying bids) remain the same. The resulting utility due to manipulation is calculated as ĩ ∈ I uĩ(ō). Thus, the utility gained due to manipulation can be measured as
where k stands for the k-pricing schema and O stands for an optimal winner determination algorithm. The metric reflects the difference between the utility gained by manipulation and the utility gained in a truthful scenario. If this value is positive, agents have an incentive to manipulate their bids. In case the value is negative, agents do worse by manipulating.
Data Basis
As a data basis, a random bid stream including Decay distributed bundles is generated. The Decay function has been recommended by [8] because it creates hard instances of the allocation problem. At the beginning, a bundle consists of one random resource. Afterwards, new resources are added randomly with a probability of α = 0.75. This procedure is iterated until resources are no longer added or the bundle already includes the same resource. The effects that can be obtained by the Decay distribution will be amplified. Hence, the Decay function is used to create a benchmark for upper bounds of the effects.
As an order, buyers and sellers submit an atomic bid, where a bundle is Decay-distributed from 5 possible resources. Each resource has two different attributes drawn from a uniform distribution within a range of [1..2000 ]. The time attributes are each uniformly distributed where the earliest and latest time slots each have a range of [0..4] and the number of slots lies in [1..3] . For simplicity, neither co-allocation restrictions nor co-allocations constraints are taken into account. The corresponding valuations and reservation prices for a bundle are drawn from the same uniform distribution and multiplied by the number of resources in a bundle. In any problem instance, new orders for buyers and sellers are randomly generated. Subsequently, demand and supply are matched against each other, determining the winning allocation and corresponding prices.
Implementation
The evaluation is performed by means of the Java Combinatorial Auction Simulation Environment (jCase), a toolkit for simulating combinatorial mechanisms. 5 jCase -shown in Figure 1 -is capable of generating different bidding streams with a varying number of participants, resources and bundles. The simulation tool implements different bidding techniques for generating stochastically influenced bids. It integrates the CATS 2.0 6 framework and provides a set of different bundle distributions. Different evaluation metrics can be measured and stored into a database for further analysis. Simulation settings are described using an XML based description language. Once a scenario is encoded by means of this specification, it can be executed using the graphical user interface or by means of a batch process.
Results
Following Equation 23, the measured metric reflects the difference between the utility gained by manipulation and the utility gained in a truthful scenario. Consequently, the following results reflect absolute values. In case a manipulating agentĩ is neither part of the allocation in the truthful scenario o nor in the manipulating scenarioō, the resulting utilities (uĩ(o) = uĩ(ō) = 0) are neglected. Figure 2 depicts the utility gain of agents as a function that depends on the manipulation factor β%. The input data is generated using the baseline setting I 1 for domain independent bids. The graph points out that agents can increase their utility by manipulation. For instance, if one agent underbids his valuation by λ = 20%, his average utility gain is U G O k = 394.15. However, if the agent manipulates by more than λ = 20%, his average utility gain continuously decreases. This is reasoned by the fact that he increases the risk of not getting allocated in the final outcome. In settings with a manipulation factor greater than λ = 35%, he has a negative utility gain. Consequently, he has no incentive to underbid his valuation by more than λ = 35%. Utility losses greater than 500 (U G O k ≤ −500) are truncated in the graph. If more agents deviate from bidding truthfully, the average utility gain of each agent decreases. In settings where half of the agents manipulate their bids by more than λ = 30%, no agent has a positive utility gain on average. Moreover, if all agents manipulate their bids, none of them can attain a positive utility. This can be explained by the fact that the total number of potential counterparts decreases as the price span between buyers and sellers increases.
The results show that agents can gain a positive utility by manipulating their bids. The gains, however, are restricted to settings in which only few agents manipulate their bids by a low factor. Although a single agent can gain a positive utility by not revealing his true preferences, the gain decreases if more agents start to manipulate their bids. If only one agent manipulates by a low factor, the overall efficiency losses are small. The simulation results suggest that the kpricing schema has accurate incentive properties resulting in fairly mild allocative efficiency losses. As a consequence, the k−pricing schema can be a practical alternative to the VCG mechanism for combinatorial auction mechanisms.
Conclusion
This paper proposed the derivation of a multi-attribute combinatorial exchange. In contrast to other combinatorial approaches, the proposed mechanism also accounts accounts for time and quality attributes as well as allocation restriction. The mechanism provides buyers and sellers with a rich bidding language, the formulation of a winner determination model that can attain efficient allocations, and the derivation of the k-pricing schema for combinatorial mechanisms.
As the simulation illustrates, the applied pricing rule does not rigorously punish inaccurate valuation and reserve price reporting. Agents sometimes increase their individual utility by cheating. This possibility, however, is only limited to mild misreporting and a small number of strategic buyers and sellers. If the number of misreporting participants increases, the risk of not being executed in the auction rises dramatically. As a result, the k-pricing schema is a practical alternative to the VCG mechanism.
Aside from topics related to the computational issues of the mechanism, future research needs to extend the expressiveness of the current bidding language. For instance, MACE only supports the specification of cardinal resource attributes. Although this is sufficient for most practical cases, there may be settings in which nominal attributes are also required. In addition, the bidding language is based on pairs of attributes and values that syntactically describe resources and their quality attributes. Consequently, demand and supply is matched on the basis of attribute-based matching functions. This may be insufficient if an agent is not only interested in one particular resource configuration but is also willing to accept similar ones. To remedy this drawback, the use of ontology based bidding languages has to be considered in the future [16] .
